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Fialkow Planning Planning offers hourly
based, as-needed, financial planning and
advice as an alternative to traditional
commission or percentage based fee
approaches. I believe hourly-based fees
are the most objective and prudent way to
provide financial advice and mitigate
conflicts of interest.

My clients retain control of their assets
while I assist them in making sound
financial decisions by providing advice
based on their unique circumstances and
desired outcomes.

To find out more, please visit my website
which includes information on how to
schedule a no obligation consultation to
determine if my services are a good fit for
your financial planning needs.

Should you have questions on any of the
topics in this newsletter, please don't
hesitate to contact me, I would enjoy
hearing from you!

Best regards,

Ira

Planning on working during
retirement? If so, you're not
alone. Recent studies have
consistently shown that a
majority of retirees plan to
work at least some period of
time during their retirement

years. Here are some points to consider.

Why work during retirement?
Obviously, if you work during retirement, you'll
be earning money and relying less on your
retirement savings, leaving more to grow for the
future. You may also have access to affordable
health care, as more and more employers offer
this important benefit to part-time employees.
But there are also non-economic reasons for
working during retirement. Many retirees work
for personal fulfillment, to stay mentally and
physically active, to enjoy the social benefits of
working, and to try their hand at something
new.

What about my Social Security benefit?
Working may enable you to postpone claiming
Social Security until a later date. In general, the
later you begin receiving benefit payments, the
greater your benefit will be. Whether delaying
the start of Social Security benefits is the right
decision for you depends on your personal
circumstances.

One factor to consider is whether you want to
continue working after you start receiving Social
Security retirement benefits, because your
earnings may affect the amount of your benefit
payment.

If you've reached full retirement age (66 to 67,
depending on when you were born), you don't
need to worry about this — you can earn as
much as you want without affecting your Social
Security benefit. But if you haven't yet reached
full retirement age, $1 in benefits will be
withheld for every $2 you earn over the annual
earnings limit ($16,920 in 2017). A higher
earnings limit applies in the year you reach full
retirement age. If you earn more than this
higher limit ($44,880 in 2017), $1 in benefits will
be withheld for every $3 you earn over that
amount, until the month you reach full
retirement age — then you'll get your full benefit

no matter how much you earn. Yet another
special rule applies in your first year of Social
Security retirement — you'll get your full benefit
for any month you earn less than one-twelfth of
the annual earnings limit ($1,410 in 2017) and
you don't perform substantial services in
self-employment.

Not all income reduces your Social Security
benefit. In general, Social Security only takes
into account wages you've earned as an
employee, net earnings from self-employment,
and other types of work-related income such as
bonuses, commissions, and fees. Pensions,
annuities, IRA payments, and investment
income won't reduce your benefit.

Even if some of your benefits are withheld prior
to your full retirement age, you'll generally
receive a higher monthly benefit starting at your
full retirement age, because the Social Security
Administration (SSA) will recalculate your
benefit and give you credit for amounts that
were withheld. If you continue to work, any new
earnings may also increase your monthly
benefit. The SSA reviews your earnings record
every year to see if you had additional earnings
that would increase your benefit.

One last important point to consider. In general,
your Social Security benefit won't be subject to
federal income tax if that's the only income you
receive during the year. But if you work during
retirement (or you receive any other taxable
income or tax-exempt interest), a portion of
your benefit may become taxable. IRS
Publication 915 has a worksheet that can help
you determine whether any part of your Social
Security benefit is subject to income tax.

How will working affect my pension?
Some employers have adopted "phased
retirement" programs that allow you to ease into
retirement by working fewer hours, while also
allowing you to receive all or part of your
pension benefit. However, other employers
require that you fully retire before you can
receive your pension. And some plans even
require that your pension benefit be suspended
if you retire and then return to work for the
same employer, even part-time. Check with
your plan administrator.
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Kickstart Your College Fund with a 529 Plan
If you're looking to save money for college, one
option to consider is a 529 college savings
plan. Created over 20 years ago and named
after the section of the tax code that governs
them, 529 plans offer a unique combination of
features that have made them the 401(k)s of
the college savings world.

How do 529 plans work?
529 college savings plans are individual
investment-type accounts specifically made for
college savings. People at all income levels are
eligible. Plans are offered by individual states
(you can join any state's plan) but managed by
financial institutions designated by each state.

To open an account, you select a plan and fill
out an application, where you will name an
account owner and beneficiary (there can be
only one of each), choose your investment
options, and set up any automatic contributions.
You are then ready to go. It's common to open
an account with your own state's 529 plan, but
there may be reasons to consider another
state's plan; for example, the reputation of the
financial institution managing the plan, the
plan's investment options, historical investment
performance, fees, customer service, website
usability, and so on.

A plan's investment options typically consist of
portfolios of various mutual funds that vary from
conservative to aggressive in their level of risk.
Depending on the market performance of the
options you've chosen, your account will either
gain or lose money, and there is the risk that
the investments will not perform well enough to
cover college costs as anticipated.

Benefits
So why bother going to the trouble of opening a
529 account when you could choose your own
mutual funds (or other investments) in a
non-529 account?

Federal tax benefits: Contributions to a 529
plan accumulate tax deferred, which means no
income tax is due on any capital gains or
dividends earned along the way. Later,
earnings are completely tax-free when a
withdrawal is used to pay the beneficiary's
college expenses — a benefit that could be
significant depending on how your investment
options perform. States generally follow this
federal tax treatment and may offer an income
tax deduction for contributions. That's why it's
important to know what 529 tax benefits your
state offers and whether those benefits are
contingent on joining the in-state 529 plan.

Contributions: You can contribute a lot to a 529
plan — lifetime contribution limits are typically
$300,000 and up. Compare this to the small

$2,000 annual limit allowed by Coverdell
Education Savings Accounts. In addition, 529
plans offer a unique lump-sum gifting feature
that some may find particularly compelling:
Individuals can contribute a lump-sum amount
of up to five years' worth of the $14,000 annual
gift tax exclusion — a total of $70,000 in 2017 —
and avoid gift tax if they make a special election
on their tax return and avoid making any other
gifts to that beneficiary during the five-year
period. Married couples, such as grandparents
who want to contribute to their grandchild's
college fund, can make a joint lump-sum gift up
to $140,000 that is tax-free.

College account on autopilot: For college
savers who are too busy or inexperienced to
choose their own investments or change their
asset allocation over time, a 529 college
savings plan offers professional money
management. And by having a designated
account for college savings, you segregate
those funds and possibly lessen the temptation
to dip into them for a non-college purpose — a
scenario that may be more likely if you are
using a general savings account to save for
college. Finally, by setting up automatic
monthly contributions to your 529 account, you
can put your savings effort on autopilot.

Tradeoffs
Non-college use of funds: The federal tax
benefits of 529 plans can be great if you use
the funds for college. If you don't, then the
earnings portion of any withdrawal is subject to
federal income tax at your rate and a 10%
federal penalty.

Changing investment options: With a 529 plan,
you're limited to the investment options offered
by the plan. Plans generally offer a range of
static and age-based portfolios with different
levels of risk, fees, and investment goals.
(Age-based portfolios generally have a "glide
path" where the underlying investments
automatically become more conservative as the
beneficiary approaches college age.) If you're
unhappy with the performance of the options
you've chosen, under federal law you can
change the investment options for your future
contributions at any time, but you can change
the options for your existing contributions only
twice per calendar year. This rule can make it
difficult to respond to changing market
conditions. However, also under federal law,
once every 12 months you can roll over your
existing 529 plan account to a new 529 plan
without having to change the beneficiary, which
gives you another option if you're unhappy with
your current plan's investment options or
returns.

Assets hit $266 billion mark

As of March 2017, assets in
529 college savings plans
reached $266 billion, spread
over 12.2 million accounts.

Source: Strategic Insight, 1Q
2017 529 Data Highlights

Before investing in a 529
plan, you should consider
the investment objectives,
risks, charges, and
expenses, which are
available in the issuer's
official statement and
should be read carefully.
The official disclosure
statements and applicable
prospectuses — which
contain this and other
information about the
investment options,
underlying investments, and
investment company — can
be obtained by contacting
your financial professional.
Also consider whether your
state offers a 529 plan that
provides residents with
favorable state tax benefits.
As with other investments,
there are generally fees and
expenses associated with a
529 plan.
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Why Diversification Matters
When investing, particularly for long-term goals,
there is one concept you will likely hear about
over and over again — diversification. Why is
diversification so important? The simple reason
is that it helps ensure that your risk of loss is
spread among a number of different
investments. The theory is that if some of the
investments in your portfolio decline in value,
others may rise or hold steady, helping to offset
the losses.

Diversifying within asset classes
For example, say you wanted to invest in
stocks. Rather than investing in just domestic
stocks, you could diversify your portfolio by
investing in foreign stocks as well. Or you could
choose to include the stocks of different size
companies (small-cap, mid-cap, and/or
large-cap stocks).

If your primary objective is to invest in bonds for
income, you could choose both government
and corporate bonds to potentially take
advantage of their different risk/return profiles.
You might also choose bonds of different
maturities, because long-term bonds tend to
react more dramatically to changes in interest
rates than short-term bonds. As interest rates
rise, bond prices typically fall.

Investing in mutual funds
Because mutual funds invest in a mix of
securities chosen by a fund manager to pursue
the fund's stated objective, they can offer a
certain level of "built-in" diversification. For this
reason, mutual funds may be an appropriate
choice for novice investors or those wishing to
take more of a hands-off approach to their
portfolios. Including a variety of mutual funds
with different objectives and securities in your
portfolio will help diversify your holdings that
much more.

Mutual funds are sold by prospectus. Please
consider the investment objectives, risks,
charges, and expenses carefully before
investing. The prospectus, which contains this
and other information about the investment
company, can be obtained from your financial
professional. Be sure to read the prospectus
carefully before deciding whether to invest.

Diversifying among asset classes
You might also consider including a mix of
different types of asset classes — stocks, bonds,
and cash — in your portfolio. Asset allocation is a
strategic approach to diversifying your portfolio.
After carefully considering your investment
goals, time horizon, and risk tolerance, you
would then invest different percentages of your
portfolio in targeted asset classes to pursue
your goal.

Winning asset classes over time
The following table, which shows how many
times during the past 30 years each asset class
has come out on top in terms of performance,
helps illustrate why diversifying among asset
classes can be important.

Number of winning years,
1987-2016

Cash 3

Bonds 5

Stocks 10

Foreign
stocks

12

Performance is from December 31, 1986, to
December 31, 2016. Cash is represented by
Citigroup 3-month Treasury Bill Index. Bonds are
represented by the Citigroup Corporate Bond Index,
an unmanaged index. Stocks are represented by the
S&P 500 Composite Price Index, an unmanaged
index. Foreign stocks are represented by the MSCI
EAFE Price Index, an unmanaged index. Investors
cannot invest directly in any index. However, these
indexes are accurate reflections of the performance
of the individual asset classes shown. Returns reflect
past performance and should not be considered
indicative of future results. The returns do not reflect
taxes, fees, brokerage commissions, or other
expenses typically associated with investing.

The principal value of cash alternatives may fluctuate
with market conditions. Cash alternatives are subject
to liquidity and credit risks. It is possible to lose
money with this type of investment.

The return and principal value of stocks may fluctuate
with market conditions. Shares, when sold, may be
worth more or less than their original cost.

U.S. Treasury securities are guaranteed by the
federal government as to the timely payment of
principal and interest, whereas corporate bonds are
not. The principal value of bonds may fluctuate with
market conditions. Bonds are subject to inflation,
interest rate, and credit risks. Bonds redeemed prior
to maturity may be worth more or less than their
original cost.

The risks associated with investing on a worldwide
basis include differences in financial reporting,
currency exchange risk, as well as economic and
political risk unique to the specific country.

Investments offering the potential for higher rates of
return also involve higher risk.

Diversification and asset
allocation are methods used
to help manage investment
risk; they do not guarantee
a profit or protect against
investment loss.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

Ira Fialkow is an investment
advisor representative of and
offers investment advisory
services through Garrett
Investment Advisors, LLC, a
fee-only SEC registered
investment advisor. 103 E. Van
Buren, #357, Eureka Springs,
AR, 72632. TEL: (910) FEE-ONLY
[333-6659].

Can I roll my traditional 401(k) account balance over to
a Roth IRA?
Yes, you can make a direct or
60-day rollover from a 401(k)
plan [or other qualified plan,
403(b) plan, or governmental

457(b) plan] to a Roth IRA, as long as you meet
certain requirements.*

First, you must be entitled to a distribution from
your plan. While you can always access your
account when you terminate employment, in
some cases you may be able to withdraw your
own or your employer's contributions while
you're still working (for example, at age 59½).

[Note: Your plan may also permit the "in plan"
conversion of all or part of your account
balance to a Roth account, regardless of
whether you're eligible for a distribution from
the plan. Check with your plan administrator.]

Second, your distribution must be an "eligible
rollover distribution." Distributions that cannot
be rolled over include hardship withdrawals,
certain periodic payments, and required
minimum distributions (RMDs).

Third, you must include the taxable portion of
the distribution in your gross income in the year
you make the rollover ("conversion"). But that's

the price you have to pay to potentially receive
tax-free qualified distributions from your Roth
IRA in the future.

Fourth, if your distribution includes both
after-tax and pre-tax dollars, you can generally
direct that only the after-tax dollars be rolled
over to the Roth IRA (resulting in a tax-free
conversion), while making a tax-deferred
rollover of the pre-tax dollars to a traditional
IRA.

When evaluating whether to initiate a rollover
from an employer plan to an IRA, be sure to: (1)
ask about possible surrender charges that your
employer plan or IRA may impose, (2) compare
investment fees and expenses charged by your
IRA with those charged by your employer plan
(if any), and (3) understand any accumulated
rights or guarantees that you may be giving up
by transferring funds out of your employer plan.
Also consider all of your distribution options,
including leaving the money in your employer's
plan, transferring the funds to a new employer's
plan, or taking a cash withdrawal.
* If you make a 60-day rollover, your plan will withhold
20% of the taxable portion of your distribution for
federal income tax purposes.

What is a rollover IRA, and do I need one?
Generally, the term "rollover
IRA" refers to an IRA that you
establish to receive funds from
an employer retirement plan
like a 401(k). A rollover IRA is

also sometimes referred to as a "conduit IRA."

When you roll funds over from an employer
plan to an IRA, your financial institution may
suggest that you use a rollover IRA to receive
the funds. Of course, you can transfer those
dollars to any other IRA you own at some future
date, because there's no legal requirement that
you keep your plan distribution in a separate
IRA. But even though separate IRAs are not
legally required, there are at least two reasons
to consider keeping your employer plan rollover
separate from your contributory IRAs.

The first reason to maintain a separate rollover
IRA deals with federal bankruptcy law. Your
IRAs are protected from your creditors under
federal law if you declare bankruptcy, but this
protection is currently limited to $1.28 million for
all your IRAs.1 The $1.28 million limit doesn't
apply, though, to amounts you roll over to an
IRA from an employer plan, or any earnings on
that rollover. These dollars are protected in full
if you declare bankruptcy, just as they would

have been in your employer's plan. Obviously,
it's easier to track the amount rolled over, and
any future earnings, if you keep those dollars
separate from your contributory IRAs. So a
rollover IRA may make sense if creditor
protection is important to you.

The second reason to maintain a rollover IRA is
that you might decide in the future that you
want to roll your distribution back into a new
employer's plan. In the distant past, employer
plans could accept rollovers only from rollover
(conduit) IRAs — rollovers from contributory IRAs
weren't permitted. Now, however, employer
plans can accept rollovers from both
contributory IRAs and rollover IRAs.2 Despite
this, employer plans aren't required to accept
rollovers, and they can limit the types of
contributions they'll accept. And while it's
becoming less common, some still accept
rollovers only from rollover IRAs. So keep this
in mind if you are contemplating a rollover back
to an employer plan in the future.
1 SEP and SIMPLE IRAs have unlimited protection
under federal bankruptcy law.

2 Nontaxable traditional IRA dollars can't be rolled
back into an employer plan.
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